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By S a Mahan

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Deborah Mahan (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In
this epic scifi/fantasy tale told by a 800-year-old pigeon: Walter is a pigeon living with his parents in
a rancher s coop when a deranged wildcat attacks and sends them scrambling for their lives. Barely
escaping with his life, Walter finds himself in a city where kindly street pigeons teach him about
language, philosophy, and politics. A venture south to find a human family for the winter sees him
face more desperate peril as a flock of snow geese help him finish the journey. Finding solace in a
dorm room with two young college students, Walter heads home with one of them to a ranch in
Texas where he is adopted by the close-knit family and their quirky pets. Walter forms a quick bond
with the scientist grandfather who spends every day with Walter, working on a project in a
mysterious tiny shack behind the house. This secret work soon becomes the center of Walter s life-
and his fate-when he is thrust into an epic struggle for survival against cosmic forces that threaten
to destroy...
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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